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Recall Einstein introduced a granularity to radiation (bundle of rays) in 1905, abandoning the continuum
interpretation of Maxwell: the radiation measured at coordinate (r, t) is the result of a superposition among a
large number of random subfields, E(r, t) =

∑
m Em(r, t), each emitted from a point source (atomic transition)

with random phase. The measured intensity is thus I(r, t) =
∑

m

∣∣Em(r, t)
∣∣2 +

∑
m6=n E

∗
m(r, t)En(r, t) =

〈I(r, t)〉 + ∆I(r, t). Although 〈∆I(r, t)〉 = 〈
∑

m6=n E
∗
m(r, t)En(r, t)〉 = 0 when taking into account all possible

random phases of the subfields, the intensity fluctuation correlation measured by two photodetectors, D1 at r1
and D2 at r2,

〈∆I(r1, t1)∆I(r2, t2)〉 =
∑
m 6=n

E∗m(r1, t1)En(r1, t1)E∗n(r2, t2)Em(r2, t2) (1)

is measurable and can be turbulence-free. It is easy to find that the above intensity fluctuation correlation is
the cross term of the following superposition∑

m,n

∣∣Em(r1, t1)En(r2, t2) + En(r1, t1)Em(r2, t2)
∣∣2. (2)

corresponding to two different yet indistinguishable ways for a randomly paired subfields producing a joint
photo-detection event of D1 and D2: (1) the mth subfield triggers D1 and the nth subfield triggers D2; (2)
the nth subfield triggers D1 and the mth subfield triggers D2. This peculiar two-photon interference made the
turbulence-free Ghost Imaging, turbulence-free Interferometer and turbulence-free Camera possible.
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Figure 1: Recent experimental demonstration of Turbulence-free Interferometer: under strong atmospheric turbulence
the interference observed in 〈∆I(x1)∆I(x2)〉 remaines its ∼100% visibility while the classic interferences observed in
〈I(x1)〉 and 〈I(x2)〉 are blurred out completely.

Figure 2: Recent experimental demonstration of Turbulence-free Camera: under different levels of atmospheric turbulence
the images observed in 〈∆I(~ρ1)∆I(~ρ2)〉 are still resolvable while the classic images observed in 〈I(~ρ1)〉 and 〈I(~ρ2)〉 are
blurred out partially or completely.


